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NEW QUESTION: 1
When deploying Interceptor appliances on aggregated links, you must: (Select 2)
A. configure the allow neighbor failure command
B. configure each in-path interface to have a unique IP address
C. configure each in-path interface to have the same IP address
D. configure WCCP
E. configure the no arp filter response command
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
The ip pim autorp listener command is used to do which of these?
A. Configure the router as an Auto-RP mapping agent
B. Allow Auto-RP packets in groups 224.0.1.39 and 224.0.1.40 to be flooded in dense mode out
interfaces configured with the ip pim sparse-mode command
C. Enable a Cisco router to "passively" listen to Auto-RP packets without the router actively
sending or forwarding any of the packets
D. Enable the use of Auto-RP on a router
Answer: B
Explanation:
The IP Pim autorp listener allows the Group 224.0.0.39 & 224.0.0.40 to be dense flooded. As the
RP announces 224.0.0.39 to the mapping agent and the mapping agent announces 224.0.0.40
to all routers part of the group. where it can be applied: It can be applied when dense mode is
not configured, for example if you have Sparse-mode Multicast Network, and you need not to
statically define your RP or use Autorp.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
In order for the Instant Messaging feature in Cisco Unified Presence to function, which service is

specific to the feature and required to be activated?
A. Cisco UP XCP Web Connection Manager
B. Cisco UP XCP XMPP Federation Connection Manager
C. Cisco UP XCP Authentication Service
D. Cisco UP Sync Agent
E. Cisco UP XCP Message Archiver
F. Cisco UP XCP Text Conference Manager
Answer: F
Explanation:
Reference, Student Book 5-10 (Vol. 3)
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